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Abstract
The Space Interferometry Mission (SIM) will be the first flight of anoptical
_interferometer where the scientific return is co-equal with technology development
objectives. The SIM Science Data Center (SDC) will be designed to monitor, process and
archivethe instrument engineering and science data collected over the five year
it will hostthepostprocessing
tobe
operational life of themission.Furthermore,
carried out for three years after the endof mission operations. Since the instrument is
a complex technological andoperations
challenge, and dueto
SIM’s ambitious
astrometryand imaging goals, a prototype Science Data Center will be built and
operated in parallel with the development of the instrument. I n particular, this
prototype system will be tested with SIM System Testbed-3 (STB-3) to command and
monitor that instrument. After launch the SIM Science Data Center will continue to
have access to STB-3 fortesting of sequences and instrumentoperations modes.

1. Introduction
The Space InterferometryMission’
(SIM) will launch a 10-meter baseline optical
interferometer into an Earth-trailing, heliocentric orbit on a Boeing Delta-3 launch
vehicle in June, 2005. SIM will demonstrate important new technologies for future
missions but, more importantly, will address significant science objectives during its
five year operational lifetime. As part of NASA’s Origins Program, the mission will
have as one of its primary goals, the indirect detection of planets orbiting other stars.’
SIM’s interferometer will observe the universe in two operational modes: astrometry
and imaging. Over the life of the mission the astrometry measurements will provide a
catalog of about 50,000 objects with position, proper motion and parallax to a precision
of +4 microarseconds. In imaging mode, SIM will perform both high resolution (10 mas
per pixel) narrow angle multispectral imaging of a broad range of astrophysical
phenomena as well as starlight nulling imaging of planetary dust disks. Imaging will
be performed on some 500-1000 sources.
The astrometry mode provides the best chance of detecting planets in the range of 10
Earthmasses to 10 Jupitermasses at 1-5 AU distances from the central star for
distances up to 100 parsecs. I t accomplishes this goal by the following scenario. Before
launch, some 3000-4000 “stable” candidate grid stars, the Astrometric Rekmce Grid,
which consists of stars randomly placed about the4-n: steradian celestial sphere, will be
selected. Once in space, the interferometer will perform periodic campaigns to precisely
measuretheirpositions
to +4 microarseconds over the life of themission.Other
observations of stars, which are likely to have planets, will also be made periodically
during the mission. Planets orbiting about these targets can be detected by measuring

“astrometric jitter”, i. e., motionsthat arenotaccountable
by proper motion and
parallax, when compared to nearby Astrometric Reference Grid stars.
SIM has ambitious science goals for bothastrometry and imaging. The mission’s
definina characteristic is that thespacecraft,the
instrument andtheobserving
scenario interact strongly in producing scientifically valid results. As a consequence,
there needs to be a single point where all of the engineering and science data come
together and where the investigator has awide range of tools at his or her disposal to
produce quality science. Since it is the first of many interferometer missions
it will
also be a training ground for future missions. The remainder of this paper will focus on
the development of this center.

2. Science Data Center Development
Since SIM doesn’tlaunch for sevenmore years, why begin the development of a
Prototype SIM ScienceDataCenter now? SIM was funded as a new start in October,
1997. In the two preceding years, though, a vigorous science program was initiated
outlining the case for this relatively expensive interferometry mission in the era of the
“faster,better,cheaper
NASA”. Technologically, astronomical optical and infrared
interferometers are in their infancy in spite of the fact that they have been in use for
~
ground-based optical and infrared interferometers are under
over a c e n t u ~ y . Many
development or in the planning stages. The large number of papers submitted to this
proceedings are a testament to that fact. The Hubble Space Telescope’s Fine Guidance
Sensors are anexample of space-based interferometers for which some astrometry has
been perf~rmed.~
Most of these interferometers, though, have spent the lion’s share of
their early resources on overcoming difficult technology hurdles and so only recently
has therebeen publications of any significant science results.
Each of these ground-based systems have developed analysis software based on their
unique needs or attributes. The emphasishas been on real time control of the
interferometersubsystems. The processing of science data has beenleft largely to
at their home
professors and students of the collaborating universities usually back
institutions. SIM, on the other hand, is a flight project. The science results are the
ultimate validation of the flight instrument performance. Timely feedback of science
processing from a local data center to the instrument operations team will thus be
critical tothe successof SIM.
A prototype Science Data Center (SDC) must be available in 2001. In addition to the
objectives in monitoring the instrument as part of the SIM System Test Bed 3 (STB-3)

discussed in Section 8 below, it will be the focal point for the analysis of interferometry
data from ground-based observatories as well. Before launch, the Science Data Center
will be used for science target selection and planning. For example, candidate grid stars
have to be selected for the initial Astrometric Reference Grid. Selection criteria have to
be generated and results of imaging, spectroscopic and interferometric ground-based
toproduce
the 3000-4000 initial
observing programs will be analyzed inorder
candidates. Already the full statistical
analysis
algorithms
to perform this
“Astrometric Grid Reduction” processing in a systematic fashion are underway and a n
automated processing pipeline will be optimized at the SDC before launch.
After launch SIM undergoes a 30 day checkout period. During this period the
instrument will be exercised in all of its modes, an in-flight calibration of all
instrument components will be performed and the in-flight performance model will be
computed. I n addition, the first astrometric reference grid campaign will be initiated as
soon as theinstrument checkout is complete, All ground software, thus, willbe
exercised in every conceivable mode to its ensure its robustness for use during the five
years of mission operations. Based on experiences in development of ground-based
interferometers, the technical challenges of this flight instrument, and in view of the
fact that the science is the ultimate validation of the instrument operation, then, all

software development for the standard products at the Science Data Center must be
robust at launch. Development must begin at the first opportunity to receive data from
the instrument testbed. Currently, that first opportunity is in April, 2001 on the STB-3
instrument.

3. Science Data Center Design Goals
Briefly, the design goals are encapsulated in the keywords autonomy, automation, and
simplicity.

Autonomy. The development of the SIM Science Data Center itself will begin in 2003.
In the current vision this facility will host resident as well as visiting scientists. The
computing resources of the center are being designedto function as an autonomous
facility and it will appear to an astronomer to be merely an extension of his or her
workstation. It will have a minimumin non-science ground support staff such as
systemadministratorsandmaintenance
personnel. In order to achieve this,the
facility will have maximumhardwareredundancy,automatedhardwarefailure
recovery schemes, minimal,butautomated,
backup of data sets, automatedload
balancing between servers and clients, and maximal interconnectivity to all elements
of the project and the scientific community (Figure 1). I n brief, the computing facility
will be a scheduled
will be so designed that during mission operations, maintenance
activity .

Figure 1. SIM Science Data Center Connectivity
Automation All the primary (standard) data products of the system will be produced
by systematic pipeline processing driven by a preset set of parameters. Some of these
pipelines are discussed in Section 6 below. SIM needs to have significant optimization
in software developments for automated pipeline processing and analysis algorithms
to lessen the cost of product creation. This includes data archiving and distribution. I t
is envisioned that the raw data and standard products will reside on DVD or similar
archive medium which will always be available on line. In the current design, data

distribution during the mission would not be significant in quantity and may be done
electronically.

Simplicity. The principal interface to the Science Data Center’s computing resources
will be through a WEB browser with pages specifically tailored to viewing SIM data in a
variety of schemes. This will aid novices and allow control of proprietary rights, for
example. Remote login windows will be available for the computing sophisticates. In
addition to their uses in pipeline processing, many commercial off the shelf tools and
software development packages will be available to users. These tools should satisfy all
data
visualization,
statistics,
mathematics,
format
interconversions
and
other
processing needs. In order to facilitate science analysis many catalogs and
tools to
analyze other types of observational data will be readily accessible either at the center
or via the internet.

4. Science Data Center Functions
The SIM Science Data Center will perform all six of the following functions for the
science team during mission operations. and the last four for the three years of postoperations data analysis:
1. ScienceObservationPlanning,
2. Instrument Performance Monitoring,
3. Science Processing and Analysis,
4. Data Product Production,
5. Data Storage and Management, and
6. Data Archiving and Distribution.

ScienceObseruationPlanning.
Due to the complicated nature of the instrument
operations it will be a planning challenge for the flight team. The SDC will provide
tools for the scientists to plan their observations.
The output of these tools willbe
placed into a queue which will be merged with all other typesof observing requests, i.e.,
instrumentcalibrations,
repeat requests,spacecraftmaneuvering,
etc. The merged
sequences will be processed, validated and uplinked by other tools of the flight team by
means of the Telemetry Service Provider. The uploaded sequence schedule willbe
progress of their
archived at the SDC so that thescientistscanmonitorthe
observations and later verify that they were accomplished.
Instrument Performance
Monitoring.

The SDC
will
allow
the user to monitor
instrument performance from the raw telemetry. Instrument stability is a significant
technology challenge and remote monitoring of this instrument will be a significant
operations challenge. The instrument will operate in a number of submodes for both
astrometry and imaging. The system will be so designed that the user can replay the
telemetry under a variety of conditions depending on the instrument mode and the
nature of data downlinked.

Science Processing and Analysis. The SDC will have a repository of tools for science
analysis of the interferometer data. The users will also have the option of developing
software on the SDC for analysis or perform processing at their home institutions.
DataProductProduction.
The SDCwill perform Committee on Data Management,
Archiving and Computing (CODMAC) definition levels5 1 through 4 instrument
processing routinely via automated pipelines. The pipeline parameters will normally
be fixedby the instrument scientists and standard
output data will be archived i n
catalogs or indata files pointed to by the catalogs. Users, however, will be able to review
the processing or resubmit selected data files to the processing pipeline with different
parameters for their own purposes.

Data Storage and Management. Raw instrument and processed data at the SDC will be
archived on CD-ROM,DVD or other media and managed via a data base manager as
specified by the SIM Science Team.
Data Archiving and Distribution. The SDC is therepository for all SIM data, both
engineering and science. I t will serve as the distribution point for this data and will
ultimately distributed to thescience community and a NASA long term archive.

5. Typical SIM Data Products
The SDC will archive both raw and processed data of the mission. Archived standard
data products run the gamutof CODMAC processing levels 0 through 4. The majority of
processed products listed below fall in the CODMAC level 4 category, i. e., data products
which are from model output or results from analyses of lower level data, e.g., variables
derived from multiple measurements. Such productsfor SIM are:
1. Position coordinates, proper motions and parallaxes of all stars in the
astrometric reference grid,
2. Position coordinates for all science targets,
3. Proper motions and parallaxes of many, if not most, science targets,
4. Other astrometric data suchas binary star orbital elements,
5. Rotational synthesis images (u,v amplitude & phases),
6. Interferometric nulling images (u,v amplitudes only),
7. Instrument telemetry (engineering and science), and
8. Instrument performance model.

6. Typical Science Data Center Processing
Note the data flow into the Science Data Center from the spacecraft in Figure 2. Raw
instrument data are the telemetry packets. After depacketizing the data is rearranged
into time-tagged telemetry raw science data records andassociatedengineering
as metrology, collector mirror offset data, etc. Other ancillary
informationsuch
information regarding the spacecraft such as spacecraft velocity, heliocentric position,
pointing data, etc. will also be archived. The basic first order astrometric product is a
unit called a s c a n ; a one-dimensionalmeasurement
of visibilityand
delay line
position. A tile is composed of several scans for multiple objects at a particular inertial
pointing of the spacecraft within the collector mirror's field of regard: typically one o r
more science targets along with three or more grid stars. A target's celestial coordinates
are generated from two, or more, nearly-orthogonal tiles (see Figure 3).The delay line
position, visibility phasor (complex) data from two or more visits are computed against
some reference grid solution to produce Right Ascension, Declination and magnitudes
for all objects within a tile.
A major processing effort willbe expended the Grid Campaign Sky Coverage task. This
grid of -3000 stars distributed over the 4-71:celestial sphere will serve as the basisfor the

global astrometry task and instrument astrometric calibration.
positions should be accuratewithin i-4 microarcseconds.

After 5 years these

Two types of image products (synthesis imaging and interferometric nulling) willbe
created. The measurement process for
generated and two types of data flowwill
synthesis imaging is shown in FigUre 4. Thisdiagram shows that for imaging of
resolved sources a bright, unresolved source will have to be nearby (within 0.5') of the
resolved source to act a s a fiducial. This is required because the Guide Interferometers
will have to reacquire different guide (not grid) stars as the baseline rotates through a
180' imaging observation. The Science Interferometer may have to collect as many as

Figure 2. SIM Science Data Center Data Flow
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Figure 3. Astrometry with SIM
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Figure 4. Synthesis Imaging with SIM
two delay line and visibility measurements for the point source and the resolved source
for each baseline orientation.
Another major processing
task will be calibration of the instrument. A number of
routine processing tasks will be performed in this regard. For this, before launch, a
ground instrument performance model will be created and then serve as a basis for an
in-flightperformance model. This in-flight performance model will constantly be
updated duringmissionoperationsand
aid in instrument health analyses and the
Astrometric Reference Grid solutions.
Science analysis software tools for computation of binary orbits, stellar
diameters,
etc. with full statistical analyses will also
reside on the Science Data Center. I t is expected that a number of hypothesis testing
algorithms will be developed and tested during mission operations. '

star cluster dynamics, galactic rotations,

7. SIM System Testbed 3
The purpose of the SIM System Testbed-3 (STB-3) is twofold: to reduce technology risk
to SIM and to support SIM design, integrationand test, and flight operationstest
objectives6 In the lattercategory two SIM data handling schemes are tobe validated: ( 1)
the on-board data handling, and (2) the ground system data processing. As part of the
ground system a prototype Science Data Center will be integrated and begin testing in
April, 2001. Before launch, STB-3, JPL's Flight System Testbed, the Ground System
Testbed and the Science Data Center prototype constitute the SIM End-to-End Testbed
(Figure 5). This testbed will operate throughout theproject lifecycle.
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Figure 5. Architecture for STB-3 and SIM
STB-3 will consist of a suspended hardback structure having a combiner pod, two
collector pods and a fixed delay compensator in the Spacecraft Assembly Facility highbay at JPL. It will support the testing of three interferometers (two guides and one
science) and all interferometer control electronics with real time control software. Of
particular interest to theprototype science data center is the use of pseudo stars as test
targets for tracking and instrument jitter to emulate on-orbit performance. These test
data will be used in testing the prototype telemetry and the InstrumentHealth Display.

8. The SIM Science Data Center Prototype
The SIM Science Data Center Prototype is the proving ground for flight operations.
Initially the prototype will consist of a workstation located at JPL near the STB-3
structure. As the prototype it will perform three useful functions for SIM in astrometric
measurements. First, in concert with the ground data system prototype, it will allow
for receipt and processing of the prototype telemetry data. This in turn, will provide a
prototype Instrument Health Display. At the same time ancillarydatasuch
as
instrument, spacecraft and support sensor data necessary for the proper cataloging of
the raw data and initialization of the pipeline parameters will be prototyped. Second, it
will allow prototyping of the pipeline processing which produces astrometric grid data
and generation of the astrometric catalog. The initial goal will be to perform a “ S I M
tile reduction”;theminimal
processing neededtoproduce
a tile data set. Another
activity in thiscategory is the designing the processing for the instrument performance
model for use with the Instrument Health Display and generation of the astrometric
catalog. Third, it will provide a test platform for repository of useful software libraries
for science algorithm prototyping.
At this time it is not known how much software development can be done with the STB3 instrument data to prototype image products. Certainly, the two types of imaging
telemetry packets for synthesis imaging and nulling can be created and processed. It is
likely that some form of simulated science data can be created to prototype the image

reconstruction processing for both image synthesis and nulling.
this areawill require further study.

However, details i n

The SDC and Ground Systems prototypes will be integrated with STB-3 in early 2001
and be ready for testing with the interferometer by April, 2001. When the Science Data
Center itself is startedin 2002-3, the prototype repository and pipeline processing
functions will be transferredthere where they will be refined untillaunch.The
telemetry development will continue on the SDC prototype until launch. After that
telemetry processing software will be made available at a variety of locations including
the SDC.

9. Conclusion
In summary, the SIM Science Data Center is central to the success of SIM. I t is the
location where all of themissiondata
comes together to validatethe design and
operation of the instrument. Development will begin at the first opportunity to obtain
instrument testbed data in April 2001. This paper addresses the design goals and the
development of that Science Data Center. The data processing requirements of the
center arenow being developed with the cooperative efforts of the instrument designers,
the SIM project science personnel and data systemengineering professionals.
To keep up with the latest information on the dynamic SIM project please monitor the
SIM home page at http://sim. j p l .nasa.gov/sim.

Definitions of Terms7
Astrometric Jitter - Complex object motions remaining after removal of parallax
and proper motions from the multi-year cumulative astrometric positions
of the
science targets with respect to the Astrometric Reference Grid.
Astrometric Reference Grid- A grid of stars covering the whole sky, whose positions
(parameterized to include proper motions, etc.) are known to high precision. The
reference grid itself is not a science objective but provides the astrometric
calibration for the SIM instrument and is fundamental for both wide-angle and
narrow-angle astrometric measurements.
Field of Regard - Defined as the conical angle of the sky area available around the
nominal look direction of the collector mirror where the stars within the cone are
observable by allowing the collector mirror to move throughout its maximum range
of motion while the spacecraft is inertially pointed. This angle is nominally 15".
Field of View - Defined as theconical angle of sky areaavailablearound
the
nominal look direction of the collector mirror where the stars within the cone are
observable withoutchangingtheorientation
of the collector mirror while the
spacecraft is inertially pointed. This angle is nominally 1/3 of arcsecond.
Grid Campaign S k y Coverage - A systematic interlaced brickwork-like pattern of
sky coverage with thespacecraftoriented
in discrete pointings known as tiles.
Adjacenttiles
overlap one another to establish relative object positions and
is necessarily a one-dimensional
geometric continuity. As theinterferometer
device, theavailable
sky is traversed twice in two quasi-orthogonalbaseline
orientations to provide the Right Ascension and
Declination
positions
and
10-15 days and is
isotropicmeasurementerrors.
Each campaigntakesabout
repeated approximately four-and-half times per year.
S c a n - A continuous observation of a single target, made with the instrument nonrotating in inertial space. The duration of a scan is used to calculate instrument
sensitivity,and therefore, excludes time taken afterthe instrument has stopped
moving but is not ready to acquire data.
Tile - A set of astrometric observations which is performed while the SIM spacecraft
is intertially pointed. A tile is the second-lowest unit of astrometric data for S I M ,
the lowest being a delay line measurement of a single science star. Loosely, a "tile"

is all the observations within a given radius of the optics center of field of view,
typically 7.5”.
Visit - A set of scans of a target to define its stellar coordinates within a particular
window of time, i.e., days. Multiple visits over longer periods of time, Le., months
or years, allow computations of parallax and proper motion.
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